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ABSTRACT

The reliability coefficient, pxx, has long been accepted as an index of the stability, repeatability, and precision of
psychological tests. Because Pxx measures the proportion of the variance in a set of scores attributable to variation
among individuals, values of p., are sometimes compared to justify using particular tests in studies of individual
differences. Values of Pxx are also sometimes compared to justify using particular tests in experimental research.
The latter practice is usually justified by arguing that larger values of p>x imply greater measurement precision and,
therefore, potentially greater sensitivity to experimental treatments. That argument is not generally correct because
the individual variation measured by Pxx is frequently confounded with measurement error in the denominators of
significance tests. The effects of this confounding lead to "paradoxical" situations in which reliability, as measured
by Pxx, may be inversely related (or unrelated) to experimental precision, as measured by the reciprocal of
experimental error. Because the power of an experiment increases with precision, as just defined, conditions that
invert or negate the relationship between Pxx and precision also invert or negate the relationship between Pxx and
power. These considerations do not mean that the reliability coefficient is necessarily irrelevant to experimental
research. Because experimental designs differ in the degree to which they are influenced by individual variation, a
consideration of the value of Pxx a specific test yields will sometimes provide information about the best design in
which to use that test,
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INTRODUCTION

The reliability coefficient, p\x, plays a fundamcntal role in studies of individual differences because it
expresses the proportion of variance in a set of scores attributable to variation among individuals (Gulliksen, 1950).
Hence, Pxx is often described as an index of the precision or accuracy of tests (Kerlingcr, 1986; Lord & Novick,
1968). For these reasons, values of Pfx are sometimes compared tc justify decisions to use particular tests in
studies of individual differences (Weiss & Davison, 1981).

"Values of pxx are also sometimes compared to justit\, a decision to use a particular psychological test in
experimental studies, Common sense suggests !hat, if the reliability coefficient measures precision, a respectable
value of px should be necessary for a test to be sensitive to the effects of an experimentally manipulated
independent variable. Variants of this proposition have been accepted by numerous authors (e.g., Carter, Krause, &
H-larbeson, 1986; Cleary & Linn, 1969; Cook & Campbell, 1979; Fleiss, 1976; Humphreys & 1)rasgow, 1989a,
1989b; NATO Aerospace Medical Panel Working Group 12, 1989; Suteliffe, 1958). Unfortunately, a policy of
using reliability coefficients to judge the relative sensitivities of different psychological tests can yield misleading
results, Reasons why this is so are outlined in the remainder of this paper.

In the subsections that follow, I will outline the statistical issues as they pertain to simple between-groups
and repeated-measures designs. In the I)iscussion, I will review the controversy surrounding the interpretation of
the statistical results and examine a widely held informal argument according to which Pxx is directly related to
power. We wvill see that in none of the experimental designs considered here should a comparison of the reliability
coefficients of different psychological tests be expected to indicate which of several different tests is likely to be
more sensitive to the effects ot an experimental treatment. On the other hand, we will qec that a knowledge of one
test's reliability coeffici;knt can sometimes help an investigator lctermine the experimental design in which that test
will be most sensitive to the effects of an experimental trea.mont.

The relationship between Pxx and experimental power was addi'essed some years ago by Overall and
Woodward (1975) who offered the "paradoxical" observation that, if metcsurement error is held constant, the power
of an analysis of difference scores is maximized when the reliability coefficient of the differences is zero. The
validity of their observation has been obscured by the contentious and occasionally confusing interchange that
followed. To understand the psychometric basis of i•ie argument, recall that in classical test theor) an observed test
score, X, is assumed to be tile sum of a true score. T, and a measurement error, R, (e.g., Gulliksen, 1950).
Measurement errors are assumed to be random with a mean of zero, and to be independent of the true scores and of
each other. Hence the variance of a set of test scores is a sum of true-score and measurement-error variances; i.e.,

N= 2 '2 + 2~r, (1)

where cx, is the variance of the observed scores, (.:.2 the variance of the true scores, and CIE the variance of the
measurement errors. The reliability coefficient, in turn, is the proportion of the scores' variance attributable to
variance in true scores (e.g., Gulliksen, 1950). That is:

7.12 TI 2

PX× - (2)
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Perhaps the most familiar estimate of p,, is the test-retest correlation, which is determined by obtaining scores from
the same individuals on two occasions and calculating the Pearson product-moment correlation between first and
second scores.

BETWEEN-GROUPS CONTRASTS

First, consider a simple between-groups design in which a psychological test is administered to treatment
and control groups to measure the effect of an experimentally manipulated independent variable. Under the null
hypothesis that group means are equal, the independent-samples i test for groups of equal sizes ,can be written:

XI - X,
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .,(3 )

-(AX + A X22) /'1r'
2

in which X, and X2 are the group means, xI 2 and 6x,' are the estimated within group variances, and n is group size.
Suppose, for simplicity, that true score and measurement error variances do not differ between groups. If we
replace 6>:2 in Equation 3 with the right side of Equation 1, the equation for I becomes:

Xi - X,

t .. . . .. . ... .. . ....- .- .(4)
12 (AT2 + At:2) / 1111

12

Equation 4 indicates that, if the difference XI - X2 is constant, the value oft (and, therefore, the sensitivity of the
test ) varies inversely with the summed magnitudes of the true and measurement-error variances. Furthermore,
Equation 4 indicates that, in designs for which Equation 3 is appropriate, the value of Student's t (and the sensitivity
of the test) will be unrelated to the relative magnitudes of true and measurement-error variances.' If the value oft is
unrelated to the relative magnitudes of true and meesuremcpt-error variances in this design, t must also be unrelated
to the value of the reliability coefficient in this design. This is because, as Equation 2 indicates, the reliability
coefficient is determined by the relative magnitudes of true and error variances (Williams & Zimmerman, 1989;
Zimmerman & Williams, 1986). An analogous derivation for the analysis of variance has been presented by
Nicewander and Price ( 1978).'

To summarize: In between-groups experimental designs for which Equation 3 is appropriate, tests with
equal total variances yield equal power; tests with different total variances yield different levels of power. B3ecause

'One might argue that it wotvld be more appropriate to phrase EIquations 3.-7 in effect-size notation rather
than t-test notation. I have used t-test notation because to u:se effect-size notation would reduce clarity without
affecting the conclusions.

21t is worth noting that Suteliffe (1990) .41so presented at, cquitvalent derivation for the analysis of variance,
in an article occasionally cited as supporting the idea that expt -iniental power necessarily increases with Pxx-
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power varies with the sum of ra, and a,,r, not their relative magnitudes, power in between-groups designs is
unrelated to ;-xx .3

REPEATED-M EASU RES CONTRASTS

Repeated-mcasunts contrasts without subject-by-tIeatment interctions

Repeated-measures designs present somewhat different issues. Overall and Woodward (1975) considered
the case of difference scores calculated by subtracting subjects' scores in one experimental condition from their
scores in another. Difference scores of this type form the basic data of t tests for correlated observations. Overall
and Woodward (1975) considered a model in which subjects do not differ in their responses to the experimental
treatment (i.e., a model in which no subject-by-treatment interaction occurs). When the null hypothesis is that the
average difference between s~orcs in two experimental conditions is zero, the equation for the correlated 1 test can
be written:

d
t- (5)

where d is the mean difference score and 6ý is its estimated standard error. If individual differences are assumed
equal in the two experimental conditions ,the usual assumption), variance attributable to individuals disappears
from the variance of the difference scores (Overall & Woodward, 1975). 1 lence, the variance of the differences is
simply the summed mcasurenent-error variance of the original scores; i.e., 7d = 2c; 2, where a•L is the measurement
error variance of the original scores. Thus, the t for correlated observations can be written:

d
t (6)

(2ft,. / n)"2

An examination of Equation 6 indicates that if d and n are tre'.•ed as constants, the magnitude oft and, therefore, the
power of a test of difference scores depends only on the magnitude of ,2 (Overall & Woodward, 1975, 1976).

Therefore, if one's goal is to select the psychological test with the greatest power, and one has no reason to
suppose that one or the tests under consideration will yield a larger average difference, one should selec'. tile test

with the smallest value of or.. The relevance of Pxx to power in this example depends on the relationship between
6"1, and pxx. It follows from Equation 2 that this relationship is (7,2 = (I - Pxx)(7x2 . Hence, the rcliabidity coefficients
of the original test scores are, indeed, relevant to power in tests based on difference scores (a point made by Overall

'Manv authors have pointed out that it is possible to specilf. conditions under which differences in the
relative sizes of a.r2 and eOr2 lead to systematic changes in both reliability and power. The most important
example occurs when either (7,.2 or (7,2 remains constant from one test to the neY and the other varies.
Comparing Equations 2 and 4, one can see that if (7.' remains constant while c;,.2 varies, Pxx will vary directly
with I (assuming, of course, the numerator of Equation 4 remains constant). The opposite result is obtained if
eri2 remains constant while cr.' varies. In this case, I varies indirectly with Pf,. Whether it is ever plausible to
assume that either o7, or u,2 will remain constant from one test to tile next is an open question.
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and Woodward, 1975; 1976). The relevance of p,, to power in this case is that the additional power afforded by
using a specific test in a repeated-measures design (rather than in a between-groups design) increases directly with
the value of px,. This does not mean that comparing the reliability coefficients of two tests will indicate which test
will yield the more powerful contrasts: Because a,2 and o,,.2 can both be expected to vary from one test to the next,
there will ordinarily be no reason to suppose that the test with the largest value of aT2 / (T 2 + nri) will have the
smallest value of 82 (an exception to this generalization is outlined in the Discussion). Thus, simple comparisons
of the reliability coefficients of two tests should not be expected to indicate which test is more powerful.

Overall and Woodward wvere primarily concerned with showing that difference scores, although frequently
pcssessing low reliability coefficients, do not necessarily yield contrasts of low power. They drew the seemingly
paradoxical conclusion that (when measurement error is held constant) "the value of the test statistic is maximized
when the reliability of the difference scores is zero" (Overall and Woodward, 1975, p. 86). To understand this
conclusion, note iliat the reliability and total variance of a set of difference scores will both increase if variance
attributable to individual differences is added to the error variance of the difference scores. However, the resulting
increase in total variance would inflate the denominator of Equation 6, thereby reducing t and experimental power.
Of courn.e, the conclusion that reliability varies inversely with power when c;,2 is held constant does not mean that
tests that yield unreliable difference scores will necessarily y1eld more powerful contrasts than tests that yield
reliable difference scores (Overall and Woodward never implied that this would be true). This is because a,' can be
expected to vary from one psychological test to the next.

Repeated-measures with subject-hy-tn-atment interactions

Flciss (1976) argued that the analysis of'Overall and Woodward (1975) was based on the unrealistic
assumption that individuals do not vary in their responses to idependent variables. Fleiss considered an alternative
repeated-measures model in which subjects may differ in their responses !o tlhe independent variable. When
subjects differ in the way they respond to an independent variable, the variances of difference scores become
2;2 + 4C, 2, rather than 2a, 2 as in Equation 6 (Fleiss, 1976; Sutcliffe, 1980). The new term, 4c;,,, represents
variance attributable to a subject-by-treatment interaction.' Hence, the equation for the correlated t test in the
presence of a such an interaction might be rewritten:

d
.. . - . (7)

1(2er2 + 48,,) n hi11

Fleiss argued that when the subject-by-treatment interaction variance is held constant, power is maximized when
the reliability coefficient of the difference scores, pdt, is maximized, not when Pdd = 0. The reliability coefficient of
the difference scores can be understood to be the proportion of the total variance of the differences attributable to a
subject-by-treatment interaction (Fleiss, 1976; Sutcliffe, 1980). Examining Equation 7, one can see that reducing
measurement error while holding the interaction variance constaat will cause t to increase. The reliability of the
differences will also increase because the reduction in measurement error will reduce the total variance of the
differences, thereby increasing the proportion of the variance attributable to the interaction. I lence, power will
increase directly with the reliability of the difference scores when the suhject-bV-treatetent interaction is held
constant and measurement error is allowed to vary.

4Fleiss (1976) and Sutcliffe (1980) defined c,] as the within-cell interaction variance. Nicewander and
Price (1983) have pointed out that, in discussions of ANOVA, (, 2 is conventionally used to refer to sums of
within-cell interaction variances (e.g., Schefft, 1959), in which case the variance of the differences becomes
2(n., 2 + a:2). I will follow Fleiss and Sutcliffe's usage, here, for consistency with the argument at hand.
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Overall and Woodward (1976) ac):nowlcdged Fleiss's point but noted that Flciss had failed to address
theirs. Their point had been that the redv.ction in rcliability that occurs when constant individval differences are
removed by calculating difference scores does not imply that contrasts based on difference s( ores must have low
power. It was logical for Overall and Woodward to approach this issue by considering the eifects of reducing o.r2

when o;., is held constant because the process of calculating difference scores eliminates constant individual
differences that contribute to C;2 without affecting the random errors that produce T,.

"Thus, in the case of repcated-measures with subject-by-treatment interactions, if one's goal is to select the
test with the greatest pov,wer, and there is no reason to suppose that one of the tests under consideration will yield a
larger mean difference between conditions, the best strategy is to select the test with •he smallest value of
2c1l2 + 4c;,'. However, the process of estimating tha subject-by-treatment interaction would require one to obtain
data in the experimental conditions of interest. With that information in hand, one could simply calculate values of
I (or, better yet, effect-size estimates) for each candidate test and use these values to compare the tests' sensitivities
directly.

DISCUSSION

The considerations just outlined suggest that in practical situations an investigator should not expect that a
simple comparison of the reliability cocfficients ef two different psychological tests will reveal whether one of the
tests is likely to yield more powerful or precise measurements of the effects of an experimentally manipulated
independent variable. Except in sp,'czal cases, the reliability coefficients of different tests need not be directly
related to the magnitudes of error terms derived from scores on those tests (Nicewander & Price, 1978, 1983;
Sutcliffe, 1980; Williams & Zimmerman, 1989).

An important special zase in which power and precision are directly related to pxx occursý when an
investigator compares two tests that produce identical true scores but different measurement error variances
(Nicewander & Price, 1978), If two tests produce the same true scores, the tests will also produce the same values
of C7,2. Bence, the test with the smaller value of rt,,, will be more reliable and more powerful (consider l.-quations 2
and 4). A state of affairs like this can occur in practice when one succeeds in increasing pxx by increasing test
length. An increase in test length will sometimes reduce the influence ot measurement error, thereby increasing
both Pxx and power. Nicewander and Price (1983) suggest that the familiar practice of increasing test length to
increase reliaibility and power may be the source of the belief that greater reliability is always associated with
greater power; Nicewander and Price, however, also present a numerical counterexample in which an increase in
test length brought about by adding blocks of slightly nonparallel triods increases P.x but reduces powver.

Despite the straightforward nature of these results, the relationship between pfx and experiniental power
has remained controversial. Some investigators, without contesting the statistical results, have objected to the broad
conclusion (as it has sometimes been phrased) that reliability and power are unrelated in experimental studies (e.g.,
I lumphreys & 1Drasgow, I 989a, 19899b; Sutcliffe, 198(0). T'his objection is compelling because tile reliability
co•,f'icient of a test is, in fact, relevant to the issue of which Cxperimental design will afford the most powerful
contrasts of scores from that specific test. For example, if an experimental treatment simply adds a constant to each
score, the power of a within subjects design will exceed the power of a between subj ects design by an amount that
increases directly with [,xx (recall tile discussion of E~quation 6).

A related objection derives from the philosophical idea that "veliability of measuremen t." properly defined,
should be directly related to the power of experiments. Nicewander and Price (.1983) have noted that portions of
Sutcliffe's (1980) argument that reliability and power w e directly related appear to imply that reliability might be
more appropriately defined as a function of the reciprocal of measurement error. Nicewander and Price (1983)
suggested that such a redefinition would solve the problem for contrasts based on difference scores. I lowever,
consideration of Equations 4 and 7 indicates that defining "reliability" as a function of I n ,, wouldI not necessarily
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make experimcntal power i direct function of "reliability" when 0,2 or 72 differ from one test to the next

I lumphreys and l)rasgow (I 989a, 1989b), in contrast, have suggested that it would be possible to ensure that the
reliabilities of difference scores always vary directly with power by incorporating the magnitudes of treatment

effects into the definition of tl'.c coefficient. Hlowcver, as Overall ( 19X9) noted ir, a response to llumphreys and

Drasgow, redefining the reliability coefficient as an index of fect size would require abandoning the long-standing

tradition of interpreting the reliability coefficient as a measure ot sensitivity to individual differences.

An informal argument sometimes offered to support the idea that larger values of p, tend to be associated

with greater power is based on the notion that tzsts with relatively high values of p., are relatively sensitive to
individual variation in true scores. According to this argument, if a test is relatively sensitive to variation in true
scores, it should also be relatively sensitive to experimentally induced changes in true scores. This logic is correct

if an additional assumption is v'alid. The additional assumption is that true scores on the tests being compared bear
equivalent functional relationships to the same set of underlying psychological variables. When this assumption is

valid, values of a.r2 obtained from all tests should be equal, and the average effect of experimental treatments on true
scores should also be equal. When these conditions hold, the test with the largest reliability coefTicient will be the

test with the smallest a,2. Assuming that all other factors are equal (as they should be under these assumptions), the
test with the smallest value of a, 2 will yield the most powerful contrasts (see Equations 4, 6, and 7).

Sonic hazards of applying the logic just described to tests that arl not essentially variants ofa single test
follow from possibilities that: (I) the underlying psychological processes that determine the true components of

test scores may differ from one test to the next and/or (2) the functions that relate true scores to underlying

processes may differ from one test to the next. To illustrate how such comparisons can go awri, suppos that tests

A and 13 have equal measurement error but that true scores on A are determined by psychological attributes, Y I and

Y2, whereas true scores on 13 are determined only by Y 1. If so,

aIN,2I + ON,2

Pxx(A) . (9)
'
2  + ('2 + C;"

wvhereas

px(l 3 )= .... . ......- {(1 (t)
, 2 + C

2

where p,,(A) is the reliability of test A, pIx(l 3) is the reliability of, test 13, .N"2 is true variance due to attribute I. o,`

is true variance due to attribute 2, and r2: is measurement error. Because measuremlient-error variances are equal,

Test A is more reliable than test B because its scores contain more true variance relative to error. (The additional
true variance in scores from A is the variance attributable to Y2.) Although A is more reliable than 13, tOe tests'

reltative sensitivities to experimental treatments will be impossible to predict if one does not know the causal

structures that generate their scores.

For example. Test A will obviously be mlore sensitive than test 13 to treatmnems that affect only Y2 because
test 13 is unaffected by changes in Y2. In between-groups designs, however, the less "reliable" test 13 will be more

sensitive than test A to treatments that affect only Y 1. This is because the error terms of between-groups
significance tests derived from scores on test 13 will equal 12(6,4 2 + 61: 2) / n11I/2. whereas those derived from test A

w ill equal 12 ( 6,5 2 + &ý,22 + 6 1:2) / nll"' ( cf. 1Equation 4). Therefore, the error term s of betw een-groups significance

tests derived from scores froin test A will be inflated bY irrelevant true variation in Y2. t0) the other baud, tests A
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and 13 will yield equally powerful contrasts of treatments that affect onpl Y I when they are used in within subjects
designs. This is because the two tests yield equal within subjects error terms, 12(',) / nrI'" (see Equation 6).

As these ,xamples illustrate, when it is incorrect to assume that -.csts being compared bear equivalent
functional relationships to the same set of underlN ing psychological variables, P,, and powe may be directly
related, inversely related, or unrelated. The direction and form of the relationship in any particular experiment will
depend on the design of the experiment and the nature or the causal structure linking the independent and dependent
variables.

Although comparing values of p., to justify the use of particular tests in experimental studies is hazardous,
a test's reliability coefficient can still be relevant to the power of the experimental design in which the test is used.
For example, the power of a within subjects contrast, relative to that of a between subjects contrast, varies directly
with the correlation between subjects' scores in the different treatment conditions. As Overall and Woodward
(1975) have pointed out, this correlation equals Pxx if the independent variable simply adds a constant to each score
(i.e., if subjects and treatments do not interact). Furthermore, knowledge of Pxx can be sometimes be used to judge
whether power can be increased more efficiently by adding a pretest and using its scores as covariates or by
increasing the length of' the posttest (Maxwell, Cole, Arvey, & Salas, 1991). Moreover, knowledge of the prepost
correlation (which equals p,, if subjects and treatments do not interact) can be used to judge whether a between-
groups contrast of' pretest-posttest difference scores will be inore or loss powerful than a simple contrast of posttest
scores (Humphreys & l)rasgow, I 989a; Kraemer & Thicmann, 1987; Overall & Ashby, 1991).

RECOMM EN DATION S

1. The reliability coefficient of psychometric theory, Pxx, should not be used as a surrogate effect-size estimate
when selecting a test for use in a true experiment, This recommendation does not apply to (possibly rare)
comparisons among tests that differ only in measurement error (d, 2, ats defined in psychometric theory), nor does it
apply to nonexperimental research in which individual variation is a focus of interest.

2. The reliability coefficient of a test can sometimes be used to select the most powerful experimental design for
use with that test. Henve, general statements to the effect p., is irrelevant to e'pcrimental research are incorrect.
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